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Abstract:
Background :This topic has been the subject of interest for many authors for many years, because
still there is a recurrent theme …should the nerve be explored routinely along with internal
fixation of fracture or should exploration be limited to those cases in which spontaneous recovery
has not occurred within expected time ? or when justify?
Objectives: This study is designed is to shed a light on the dilemma of management radial nerve
injury, in surgically treated patients versus conservatively treated others .
Methods : A series of
25 patients presented with any degree of radial nerve palsy
complicating140 case of closed fracture shaft humerus , were treated by surgical & conservative
method , according to certain indicators and evaluated during three years period, in two teaching
hospital in Baghdad, from 2006 to 2008. Most of patients were males 19 case & the remaining
patients were females 6 cases ,their age ranging from 3 days old baby to 45 years old & the mean
age was 25 years .Ten (10) patients treated conservatively , Fifteen (15 ) patient treated surgically
by either early exploration ( too early & late early ) or delayed exploration.
Results: The radial nerve was explore in seventeen patients from total number of study 25
patients. Eight treated by early exploration .. ( five by too early exp. within few days & three by
late early exp. within next two weeks).Nine patients treated by delayed exploration after ( 3.5~ 4 )
months post traumatic period .In the last eight patients , the radial nerve was not explored &
treated conservatively? The overall useful recovery rate from applying our policy was (84 % ).
Conclusion: Treatment of radial nerve palsy complicated closed fracture shaft humerus should be
programmed well, depending on many factors , such as severity & onset of nerve lesion and type
& site of associated fractures.
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Introduction:
The radial nerve most frequently injured in association with humeral fracture, because of the
spiral groove containing the nerve , oriented obliquely starting from behind humerus & running
laterally , forward & distally . padded by triceps & brachiaii muscle fibers , and when the radial
nerve just reach supracondylar ridge it will be in direct contact with the bone (1) , that's why long
spiral fracture in this area can lead to severely injured nerve?
Although the radial nerve can be injured or bruised along through its course from axillary area
till proximal phalanx of thumb by any means (2,3), but its superficial sensory branch can be
compressed even by repeated compression in finger grip of laparoscopic instruments during
laparoscopic surgery (4).
A policy to a wait re‐innervations seems reasonable(1,5), since, most humeral fractures can be
treated conservatively with higher incidence of fracture union & nerve recovery, meanwhile the
progress of nerve function return, can be evaluated with periodic electromyography (EMG), nerve
conduction study(NCS) , & frequent clinical examination.
Patients and Methods:
The types of fractures are two comminuted , three segmental , five transverse, six oblique
eight spiral & only one supracondylar fracture.

Forty eight percent of the sample had blunt trauma as a cause of fracture and only 4% were
caused by child ubuse (Figure‐1).
Ten of the fractures were located in the distal third of humerus , seven in the junction of distal
& middle thirds, six in the middle third & the remaining two in the proximal third .. Table(1).
The fracture presented in (3‐ days) old baby was displaced transverse mid shaft humeral
fracture associated with radial nerve palsy which occur as a result of traumatic effort done by his
older brother (5‐years old), when he pulled baby arm horizontally & then angulated downward at
bed edge .
To evaluate type of treatment applied & to identify which one have superiority than other, we
depend on finding of: clinical examination, Electromyography (EMG) & Nerve conduction study
(NCS), x‐ray report ( depend on its type, site, displacement), we divided our patients into two
groups :
1.
First group: 10 patients treated conservatively using initially U‐shape plaster cast
with wrist splint , after maintained reduction of displaced fracture , & they followed waiting for
signs of spontaneous recovery within four months.
2.
Second group: 15 patients treated surgically by: Either early exploration within first
three weeks done for eight. OR by delayed exp. within (3.5 ‐ 4) months done for seven , by
using AO compression plate for shaft fractures. T‐plate for proximal third fractures & two‐wire
for supracondylar fracture fixation, for nerve lesion treatment, neurorraphy or neurolysis
from callus formation or from inbetween bony fragments… were performed. Figure‐2
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Figure‐1: Distribution of causes of Fractures of
Humerus that had been complicated by radial
nerve injuries

Table‐1: Sites and types of fractures
associated with radial nerve palsy
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Table‐2: Distribution of the study sample
according to the recovery rate
Type of
No of
No. of
%
Treatment
cases recovery
Early exposure
8
7
87.5
Delayed
9
6
75
exposure
Conservative
10
8
80
Total
25
21
84

Table‐3: Frequency Distribution of nerve
lesions
Type of Nerve
No.
%
Lesion
Lacerated
4
23.5
Entrapment
9
53
Slight bruising
4
23.5
Total
17
100

Discussion:
Routine exploration of the nerve may subject patients to an unnecessary operation & increased
incidence of complication .but our policy reserve early exploration for primary indications for high
risk signs such as: Patients develop immediate radial nerve palsy after trial of fracture reduction.
Poly traumatized patients & segmental humeral fractures. Failure of established & maintained
good reduction by closed method, severely displaced Long spiral fracture in the distal third
humerus .and reserve delayed exploration for nerve function which has not returned after four
months follow up (6,7).
Although all types of treatment applied whether surgical or non‐surgical, have certain
advantage & disadvantage, but from the result mentioned previously in our study and according to
treatment regime used, we found each method used can play its game properly when the field
is?(8,9 )
Certainly the conservative method give good recovery results when properly applied , since it
give (80%) success rate in our policy , especially when there is partial nerve lesion associated with
fracture in the proximal third or transverse fracture in the middle third humerus , & this is most
probably because the radial nerve well padded by muscles in the mid humeral region , that’s why
the nerve most frequently suffered slight bruising or contusion representing as neuropraxia
syndrome.(10,11)
Early exploration management , again can provide good results, when applied on its desert,
since it have some marginally improved prognosis particularly, when nerve lesion occur in
association with comminuted or displaced spiral fracture in the distal third , which is the greatest
potential threat to radial nerve in this region. (12,13 )
According to many factors which can influence nerve regenerations such as , age of the patient
,gap between nerve ends., delay between time of injury & repair., level of injury, condition of the
nerve ends., experience & technique of the surgeon .(14,15)
So the delayed treatment (delayed neurorraphy ) can effect motor recovery more profoundly
than sensory recovery!! And every delayed (six days) between injury & repair…. give variable loss
of potential recovery about (1%) of maximum performance , so this loss increased rapidly after (3‐
4) months.(16,17)
But in spite of these factors, repairing radial nerve injury (3‐4 months) post traumatic period
still can give good or fair results since regeneration prognosis after radial nerve repair more
favorable than any other major nerve in upper extremity., Primarily because it is predominantly
motor nerve., Secondarily because the muscle innervated by it, are not involved in finer
movement of finger & hand.(15,18)
Lastly. regarding delayed exploration recovery results still encouraging which represent (75%)
in our study , compared with other method of treatment . this result can be increased more by
using other accurate measures of radial nerve assessment ,in addition to EMG , NCS , x‐ray finding
& clinical examination , by for instance ultrasound examination which used nowadays by many
author’s , since it can gives further visualization about nerve state.(19,20)

Conclusions:
Modalities of management radial nerve injury presented with fracture in different sites of
Humerus can be
summarized as follow :
1. Early Exploration:
a. Too early Exp. , done within first few days for high risk patients.
b. Late early Exp. , done within next two weeks for patients with signs of sever nerve lesion
detected by a viable measures
2. Conservative Management : Applied for those patients with no high risk signs & no signs of
severely injured nerve, i.e. patients with partial nerve lesion.
3. Delayed exploration : Applied for those patients who have no signs of spontaneous recovery
within 3.5 ‐ 4 months.
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